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Abstract. Improvements in web browser performance and web standards compliance, as well as the availability of comprehensive JavaScript libraries, provides an opportunity to develop functionally rich yet intuitive web applications that allow users to access, render and analyse data in novel ways. However, the development of such large-scale JavaScript web applications presents new challenges, in particular with regard to code sustainability and team-based work. We present an approach that meets the challenges of large-scale JavaScript web application design and development, including client-side model-view-controller architecture, design patterns, and JavaScript libraries. Furthermore, we show how the approach leads naturally to the encapsulation of the data source as a web API, allowing applications to be easily ported to new data sources. The Experiment Dashboard framework is used for the development of applications for monitoring the distributed computing activities of virtual organisations on the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid. We demonstrate the benefits of the approach for large-scale JavaScript web applications in this context by examining the design of several Experiment Dashboard applications for data processing, data transfer and site status monitoring, and by showing how they have been ported for different virtual organisations and technologies.

1. Introduction
We present an approach to designing and developing large-scale JavaScript web applications that achieves the goals of rich functionality, code sustainability, and data source portability. The approach is presented in the context of the Experiment Dashboard [1] framework, which is used to develop applications for monitoring the distributed computing activities of virtual organisations on the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [2], however it can be applied to web application development in general.

In section 2, we look at traditional and JavaScript web user interfaces (UI) with examples from past and present Experiment Dashboard applications. We consider traditional web UIs, highlighting the core concepts, as well as their strengths and weaknesses. In a similar way, we consider JavaScript web UIs, showing how they overcome the weaknesses of traditional web UIs but also raise new issues of their own. We conclude this section by looking at how improvements in web browser performance, web standards compliance and JavaScript libraries have already resolved some of the issues raised by JavaScript UIs and by asserting that the remaining issues can be resolved through careful software design.

In section 3, we present an approach to developing JavaScript web UIs, which implements a client-side model-view-controller (MVC) framework and leverages several open-source JavaScript projects.
to realise the full benefits of JavaScript UIs whilst avoiding the common pitfalls. We highlight that, in this approach, the UI is treated as an external application and show that this naturally leads to decoupling of the data source behind a web API.

In section 4, we introduce the concept of a configurable UI, which, based on the presented approach, mandates data source decoupling and supplements the client-side MVC framework with pre-defined view plug-ins, in order to enable very rapid development of functionally rich UIs for new data sources and use cases. We present two configurable UIs: hbrowse [3] and xbrowse [4], which are suited to presenting hierarchical and matrix structured data respectively. We explore more deeply the concept of configurable UIs by examining the implementation of xbrowse and its application to the development of a current Experiment Dashboard application.

We conclude the paper by considering what has been and can be achieved with the presented approach to web application development, including configurable UIs, whilst identifying areas that could be improved in future work.

2. Web user interfaces

In this section, we look at the strengths and weaknesses of traditional web UIs. We see that JavaScript web UIs address these weaknesses but raise their own issues, which, we assert, can be addressed within the paradigm.

2.1. Traditional web user interfaces

The very first web pages were hypertext based [5], where links in one page will load a different related page. Traditional web UIs follow this paradigm but the content is dynamically generated based on the parameters attached to a given link. Key characteristics of such UIs are multi-page interface, full-page load for each user interaction, and server-side view generation. Figure 1 shows a typical user interaction with a traditional web UI, highlighting these characteristics (the technologies referenced in the figure are those used within Experiment Dashboard applications in particular).

A representative example of a traditional web UI is that of the ATLAS DDM Dashboard 1.0 [6]. This application was used until 2011 by ATLAS distributed computing shifters, site administrators and management to monitor data transfers over the WLCG. Figure 2 shows a screenshot from the application. The links reload the full page with different content based on the link parameters. The plots are static images generated on the server-side providing no interactivity beyond linking to another page or plot.
The key strengths of traditional web UIs include:
- Cross-browser compatibility
- Modularity for team working (each page naturally corresponds to a feature)
- Bookmarkable URLs
- Search-engine friendly
- Accessibility friendly

The strengths are mostly due to the UI being essentially a set of linked documents rather than being highly interactive. The flip side of these strengths is the following weaknesses:
- Low interactivity
- Slow loading

Low interactivity prevents users from easily customising data visualisation. Slow loading is due to a full-page load for each user interaction and the need for a server-side call even for a new view of the same data.

The weaknesses of traditional web UIs are not simply inconvenient but, in a real way, hinder novel analysis of data. We note that these weaknesses are largely inherent and cannot be fully addressed within the paradigm of traditional web UIs, which brings us to consider JavaScript web UIs.

2.2. JavaScript web user interfaces
Modern web UIs can be highly interactive and provide a user experience akin to a desktop application. Such UIs may be implemented with a number of different technologies but we focus our attention on web UIs built using JavaScript and AJAX. Key characteristics of such UIs are single-page interface, data loaded on-demand via AJAX, and client-side view generation. Figure 3 shows a typical user interaction with a JavaScript web UI, highlighting these characteristics (the technologies referenced in the figure are those used within Experiment Dashboard applications in particular).
A representative example of a JavaScript web UI is that of the ATLAS DDM Dashboard 2.0 [7]. This application was developed to replace version 1.0, discussed in the previous subsection. As such, it provides a much richer more interactive visualisation of the data seen in version 1.0. Figure 4 shows a screenshot from the application. Elements typical of a desktop application, such as an accordion, movable panels and sliders, are present. User interactions cause data to be loaded on demand and only relevant parts of the interface are updated. The plots are generated on the client-side and provide interactive features such as hover tips, zooming, styling, types (column, area, pie), etc. without the need for any server-side calls.

The key strengths of JavaScript web UIs, with respect to traditional web UIs include:
- High interactivity.
- Fast-loading.

High interactivity allows the user to easily customise data visualisation. Fast loading is due to data being loaded on demand and the ability to generated new views of the same data on the client-side avoiding a server-side call. The flip side of these strengths is the following weaknesses:
- Browser incompatibilities
- Slow client-side rendering
- Lack of modularity for team working (single page contains all features)
- Non-bookmarkable URLs
- Not search-engine friendly
- Not accessibility friendly
Comparing the above strengths and weaknesses with those of traditional web UIs, it is immediately apparent that they are the converse of each other. However, just as the corresponding weaknesses of traditional web UIs are not simply inconvenient, the strengths of JavaScript web UIs are not simply convenient but, in a real way, facilitate novel analysis of the data. It is therefore worth attempting to address the weaknesses of JavaScript web UIs, and we show in the next subsection that, unlike those of traditional web UIs, they can be addressed within the paradigm.

2.3. Addressing JavaScript web user interface issues
Several of the issues of JavaScript web UIs, identified in the previous subsection, have already been resolved by improvements in web browsers and JavaScript libraries. Browser incompatibilities have largely been eliminated by improved standards compliance by the current releases of the major web browsers. This is attested by the results of the Web Standards Project Acid3 [8] tests that check web browser compliance with elements of various web standards, particularly the Document Object Model (DOM) and JavaScript. Furthermore, JavaScript libraries, such as jQuery [9], provide abstraction layers that cover most of the remaining corner case browser incompatibilities. Faster hardware and browsers mean that slow client-side rendering is no longer a major issue and can often be resolved with basic tuning of UI code.

Resolving the remaining issues requires explicit effort on the part of the UI developer. Lack of modularity, for team working or sustainable development, can be resolved by using a client-side MVC framework and a view object per a feature. URLs can be made bookmarkable by explicit URL hash management using JavaScript library plugins. Search-engine optimisation and accessibility can be addressed in similar ways.

Although some explicit effort is required to resolve the issues of JavaScript UIs, all the issues can be resolved within the paradigm. An approach that can be used to achieve this is presented in the next section.

3. An approach to developing JavaScript web user interfaces
In this section we present an approach to developing JavaScript web UIs, which realises the full benefits of JavaScript UIs whilst avoiding the common pitfalls. Furthermore, we show that this approach naturally leads to decoupling of the data source behind a web API.

3.1. False start
Like many web UI developers, our first attempts at building JavaScript web UIs were not sustainable. We did not use a client-side MVC framework, so the code was not sufficiently modular and the session state and application data were stored in form inputs and the DOM. We had not selected a single JavaScript library for all projects, and use of third-party JavaScript plugins was limited (partly due to lack of availability).

Although rich interactive UIs were developed in this way, the code was inevitably non-modular and highly coupled making it difficult to maintain or extend. The experience gained on these early projects proved invaluable in elaborating the approach presented in the next subsection.

3.2. The approach
This approach realises the benefits of JavaScript UIs such as high interactivity and fast loading whilst avoiding the common pitfalls such as non-modular code and non-bookmarkable URLs.

A key design feature is that the UI is treated as an external application, so that apart from the initial page request to load the UI, all interaction with the server consists of HTTP requests, specifying session state, and JSON responses, containing application data. Therefore the UI is neatly decoupled from the server, which becomes a pure data source and is only required to expose a well-defined restful web API.

At the core of the UI code is a client-side model-view-controller (MVC) framework with event-based communication between components. The model contains the session state, i.e. user selected
filters, and application data, i.e. JSON data loaded from the server. Views are responsible for updating the model state in response to user interaction, reflecting changes in the model, and updating the model with data loaded from the server. Views are notified of changes in the model via events, so that more than one view can represent the same data in different ways. A typical UI will contain many view objects, with a set of views corresponding to a feature, so it becomes easy and natural to write modular code. The controller manages the URL hash keeping it synchronised with the model state, so that URLs are bookmarkable and browser history works as the user would expect. Figure 5 shows the various components involved and their relationships to each other and the web API.

![Figure 5](image-url) **Figure 5.** Client-side MVC components and their relationships to each other and the web API.

The data flow following a typical user interaction is shown in figure 6. The user makes an input, say selecting a time range from a dropdown menu. The view updates the model state with the user selected time range. The controller synchronises the model change to the URL. The controller in turn notifies the model of the URL change, which also allows changes in the URL to drive changes in the UI; this is essential to enable the UI to respond correctly to bookmarked URLs and browser history back / forward buttons. Any interested (i.e. bound) view receives an event notifying it of changes in the model state. In reaction to the model state change, the view may refresh its DOM element or load data asynchronously from the web API into the model data. Again any interested (i.e. bound) view receives an event notifying it of changes in the model data and it may refresh its DOM element accordingly.

![Figure 6](image-url) **Figure 6.** Data flow following a typical user interaction. Solid arrows are method calls. Dashed arrows are event notifications.
The MVC framework and UIs rely on a number of third-party JavaScript libraries and plug-ins. In particular, the highly popular jQuery core and UI libraries are used. In addition, a number of plugins are used: BBQ [10] (URL hash management), Handlebars [11] (templating), Highcharts [12] (plotting), DataTables [13] (tables), Underscore [14] (utilities), etc.

Following this approach, using the client-side MVC framework and leveraging JavaScript libraries and plugins, it is straightforward to build highly interactive, responsive yet modular and bookmarkable JavaScript web UIs. The approach therefore addresses all of the issues identified in section 2.2 with the exception of search engine optimisation and accessibility. Furthermore, by taking full advantage of the data source decoupling that comes from treating the UI as an external application, it is possible to extend this approach to the concept of configurable UIs that enable very rapid development of UIs for new applications. Configurable UIs are described in more detail in the next section.

4. Configurable user interfaces

In this section we introduce the concept of configurable UIs that, by supplementing the approach presented in the previous section with pre-defined view plug-ins and by taking advantage of data source decoupling, provide a means to rapidly develop functionally rich UIs for new data sources and use cases. We also look at two examples of configurable UIs that were used to develop the web UIs of several Experiment Dashboard applications.

4.1. Concepts

Configurable UIs can be thought of as providing a skeleton UI that can be adapted to set of use cases. Key design features include:

- Client-side MVC framework.
- Server interaction via well-defined web API.
- Pre-defined view plug-ins.

The client-side MVC framework should provide a configurable model and a plug-in architecture for views. Mandating that all server interactions pass via a well-defined web API ensures data source decoupling and hence portability to new data sources. The pre-defined view plug-ins should be sufficiently rich to be usable with minimal adaptation but sufficiently generic to be applicable to different use cases.

If these key design features are satisfied then adapting a configurable UI for a new use case, where the data source already provides a web API, consists of the following two steps:

- Define model state default values.
- Combine and adapt pre-defined view plugins.

In this way, functionally rich UIs can be set up for new applications in a few dozen lines of code, as we demonstrate in the next subsection.

4.2. Xbrowse

Xbrowse is a configurable UI that includes the client-side MVC framework presented in section 3, along with a number of pre-defined view plug-ins. The currently available view plug-ins are particularly suited to building web UIs for matrix structured data, such as transfer monitoring where each raw event has a source and a destination. However, with the addition of more view plug-ins, it can be adapted to other structures of data. It has already been adapted for use in the ATLAS DDM Dashboard and the WLCG Transfers Dashboard [15] for transfer monitoring and for an internal Experiment Dashboard application doing consistency monitoring between the two aforementioned applications.

The pre-defined view plug-ins include: sidebar, controls, tabs, matrix, plots, toolbars, etc. Figure 7 shows how some of these view plug-ins are represented in the ATLAS DDM Dashboard.
The only required adaptation of the model is to specify the default state values. Model adaptation can also include type information, to control how state values are serialised to the URL hash, and state change side effects. Figure 8 shows how to define default state values and types and also how to set up the side effect that date range changes force the plot bin size to reset.

```javascript
/* Model Adaptor */
xmlv.adaptor = $.extend(true, xmlv.adaptor, {
  model: {
    post_init: function(model) {
      // define state defaults
      model.state.opts.defaults = {
        date:{interval:240, from:'', to:''},
        vo:['atlas', 'cms', 'lhcb'],
        ...
      };
      // define state types for automatic coercion
      model.state.opts.types = {
        date:{interval:'number', from:'date', to:'date'},
        ...
      };
      // define state change side-effects
      model.state.on('change:date', function(e) {
        this.set({plot:(bin:null)}); // reset plot.bin
      });
    }
  }
});
```

**Figure 8.** Xbrowse model adaptor code.

View plug-ins are adapted in many ways that may be specific to the view. Figure 9 shows how the matrix view is plugged into xbrowse and how the AJAX interaction can be adapted for a different web API. Typically the template may also be changed to provide a different representation.
Although only samples of code were presented here, the entire code to adapt xbrowse for the application seen in figure 7 consists of just a few dozen lines.

4.3. Hbrowse

Hbrowse is another example of a configurable UI. Like xbrowse it includes a client-side MVC framework, along with a number of pre-defined view plug-ins. However, it is specifically designed for the visualisation of hierarchical data with an unlimited number of levels. It has already been adapted to for use in several Experiment Dashboard applications including ATLAS Task Analysis [16], CMS Interactive View [17] and ATLAS Dataset Distribution [18]. Figure 10 shows a screenshot from ATLAS Dataset Distribution monitoring.

Figure 9. Xbrowse view adaptor and matrix plug-in code.

Figure 10. Screenshot from ATLAS Dataset Distribution monitoring, which is based on hbrowse.
4.4. Site Status Board

Site Status Board [19] is not a configurable UI but a specific application. It is used for monitoring WLCG site and service status. It is deployed for the four main LHC [20] experiments and heavily used by CMS and ATLAS. It is mentioned here because it uses the approach presented in section 3 with a third-party client-side MVC framework called Backbone [21]. Standardising on a single client-side MVC framework is one of the future improvements proposed in the conclusion. Figure 11 shows a couple of screenshots from the Site Status Board.

![Figure 11. Screenshot from Site Status Board, which uses Backbone as its client-side MVC framework.](image)

5. Conclusion

We have seen that whilst JavaScript web UIs can provide a much more interactive and responsive user experience than traditional web UIs, they raise their own issues. Some of these issues, such as browser incompatibilities and slow client-side rendering, are largely resolved by recent improvements in browsers and JavaScript libraries. Other issues, such as lack of modularity and non-bookmarkable URLs, have to be explicitly addressed by the developer. We presented an approach, based on a client-side MVC framework and decoupling the data source behind a well-defined web API, that addresses these issues and so facilitates the rapid development of functionally rich yet sustainable web UIs. We showed how the approach can be extended by supplementing the MVC framework with pre-defined view plug-ins to create configurable UIs. Examples were presented showing how these configurable UIs have been successfully adapted to many data sources and use cases, which proves the effectiveness of the approach presented in this paper.

Despite the proven success of the approach and configurable UIs, a number of areas may be improved in future work including standardisation on a common MVC framework, search engine and accessibility support, automated testing, documentation and optimisation.
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